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ABSTRACT

The C-terminal segment (residues 218–289) of the HET-s protein of the filamentous fungus Podosporina anserina is a

prion-forming domain. The structural model of the HET-s(218–289) amyloid fibril based on solid-state nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) restraints shows a b solenoid topology which is comprised of a b-sheet core and interconnecting loops.

For the single-point mutants Phe286Ala and Trp287Ala, slower aggregation rates in vitro and loss of prionic infectivity have

been reported recently. Here we have used molecular dynamics to compare the flexibility of the mutants and wild type. The

simulations, initiated from a trimeric aggregate extracted from the NMR structural model, show structural stability on a

100-ns time scale for wild type and mutants. Analysis of the fluctuations along the simulations reveals that the mutants are

less flexible than the wild type in the C-terminal segment at only one of the two external monomers. Analysis of interaction

energy and buried accessible surface indicates that residue Phe286 in particular is stabilized in the Trp287Ala mutant. The

simulation results provide an atomistic explanation of the suggestion (based on indirect experimental evidence) that flexibil-

ity at the protofibril end(s) is required for fibril elongation. Moreover, they provide further evidence that the growth of the

HET-s amyloid fibril is directional.
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INTRODUCTION

Amyloid fibrils are (poly)peptide aggregates rich of

b-sheet filamentous structures.1–5 In many cases, these

amyloid fibrils are a hallmark of a disease, such as Alzhei-

mer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease and type II diabetes mel-

litus. A few amyloidogenic proteins, however, are

associated with a biological function. One of these func-

tional amyloids is the HET-s prion of the filamentous fun-

gus Podospora anserina. Prion proteins exist mainly in two

forms, monomeric (i.e., soluble) and fibrillar. The fibrillar

form is infective, that is, can convert soluble prions into

fibrils. Infection can take place by moving from cell to

cell6 and even between individuals. Creutzfeldt–Jakob dis-

ease, also known as transmissible spongiform encephalop-

athy, is an example of a rare human disease with a genetic

or sporadic origin that can also be transmitted by con-

sumption of bovine meat containing a prionic protein

which infects native human proteins in the brain. The

HET-s prion, however, carries out an important role in

the life cycle of P. anserina. The colonies of this fungus

can grow side by side, that is, cells from two adjacent col-

onies may fuse together, mixing their cytoplasms and

forming heterokaryons (cells with multiple nuclei of dif-

ferent origin). Vegetative fusion, as this process is called,

can be advantageous for growth but carries out risk for

transmission of infections such as viruses. To this end,

P. anserina developed throughout its evolution an incom-

patibility mechanism involving the het-s genetic locus.7

There are two het-s alleles, termed het-s and het-S.
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The first encodes the prionic protein HET-s that has two

forms: soluble [HET-s*] and prion-state [HET-s]. [HET-s]

is infective and can convert the [HET-s*] phenotype to

[HET-s]. If a cell that carries the [HET-S] phenotype

fuses with one that carries the prionic [HET-s] phenotype,

the result is an incompatibility reaction and cell death

due to membrane lesions,8 but this is not the case with

[HET-S] and [HET-s*].

The structure of a fibril made by five units of the fibril-

forming region of the HET-s protein has been elucidated

by solid-state NMR in 2008.9 Molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations have provided evidence that this structure is

preserved in solution on a 10-ns time scale.10 Non-

infectious fibrils were generated by aggregation at low-

pH11 and by mutations of the loop residues Phe286 or

Trp287 to Ala.12 It is not clear, however, why the muta-

tions render the protein nonprionic, given the evidence

that the final fibrillar structure is not affected by the

mutations. Here, MD simulations of a trimeric unit of

HET-s are analyzed to compare the flexibility of the wild-

type (wt) and two single-point mutants. A trimer was pre-

ferred to a pentamer not only because it enables faster

sampling but also to simplify the distinction between the

external monomers and the monomer in the middle. The

trimer is remarkably stable during the 100-ns time scale of

the simulations, but the loop residues Phe286 and Trp287

are very mobile in one of the two external monomers.

These residues are less flexible in the Phe286Ala and

Trp287Ala mutants, so that the fibrillar end is more rigid

and presumably less prone to sustain its growth.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Preparation of the molecular structure

The structure of truncated HET-s amyloid fibrils (pen-

tamer of residues 217–289 and six His residues of the His

tag)9 was downloaded from the protein data bank (PDB).

We simulated the structure with the His tag to allow com-

parison with the NMR structure, but it should be men-

tioned that the biological fibril includes a large,

nonprionic domain and no residues beyond Asn289. The

NMR structure file (PDB code: 2RNM) is a collection of

20 conformers. The stability of the individual configura-

tions in solution was estimated by calculating the electro-

static contribution to the free energy assuming that the

nonelectrostatic contribution (which is more difficult to

calculate accurately) is much smaller. To this end, the

APBS software13 was used to calculate the free energy of

solvation of each conformation by solving the non-linear

Poisson-Boltzmann equation and adding the contribution

from Coulombic interactions, using grid spacing of 0.045

nm and ionic strength of 0.1M. The third NMR con-

former was used for the simulations as it had the most

favorable electrostatic contribution to the free energy

among the 20 NMR conformers. Note that in principle

another NMR conformer could have been chosen, as the

equilibration part of the simulation is long enough and

the core b-solenoid structure is similar among the

20 NMR conformers. To simulate a trimeric structure,

chains B, C, and D (the middle chains) were extracted

from the HET-s structure and the other chains were dis-

carded. In addition, Phe286 and Trp287 were mutated

individually to Ala in silico by removing the side chain

atoms except for the Cb atom, mimicking the Phe286Ala

and Trp287Ala single-point mutants, respectively. The pro-

tonation state of the titratable groups corresponds to

pH 5 7 conditions in all simulations. All side chains are

neutral except for the arginine and lysine side chains, as

well as the N-terminus, which are positively charged, and

the glutamate and aspartate sides chains, as well as the

C-terminus, which are negatively charged.

Molecular dynamics simulations

All simulations and preparations were performed by

the Gromacs simulation package,14,15 version 4.0.7.

Energies and forces were calculated by use of the all-

atom OPLS force field.16 Each of the three structures

was solvated in a truncated dodecahedron box so that

the minimum distance between any protein atom and

the edge of the box was 1.2 nm. The water molecules

were modeled with the TIP4P model.17 43 Na1 and 46

Cl2 ions were added in order to neutralize the fibril

charge and mimic an ionic strength of 0.1M. Ion force

field parameters as developed by Åqvist18 (Na1) and

Chandrasekhar et al.19 (Cl2) were used here. Before

each MD simulation, internal constraints were relaxed

by energy minimization, until the maximal force on

individual atoms was smaller than 1 kJ mol21 nm21.

After the minimization, restrained MD runs were per-

formed for 100 ps. During the restrained simulations,

protein heavy atoms were fixed to their initial positions

with a force constant of 1000 kJ mol21 nm22. The

restraints were released, and the system was equilibrated

for 1 ns before data collection for analysis. During the

MD runs, the LINCS algorithm20 was used to constrain

the lengths of bonds, while water molecules were kept

rigid by use of the SETTLE algorithm.21 Hydrogens

were converted into virtual sites22 and a 4 fs time step

was used for integrating the equations of motion. The

temperature was kept constant by use of the velocity-

rescaling algorithm23 (sT 5 0.1 ps). The pressure was

coupled to an external bath with Berendsen’s coupling

algorithm24 (Pref 5 1 bar, sP 5 1 ps). Van der Waals

forces were truncated at 1.0 nm with a plain cutoff.

Long-range electrostatic forces were treated using the

particle mesh Ewald method.25 Each simulation was run

for 100 ns. Analysis of the simulations was carried out

by automatic tools available in Gromacs. Secondary

structure analysis was performed with the DSSP

algorithm.26
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structural stability of the HET-s trimer

The structural model of the HET-s(218–289) amyloid

fibril was derived as a pentameric assembly from the

solid-state NMR restraints.9 Here we simulate a trimer,

which enables us to infer on the directionality of the

fibril by discriminating between its N-terminal, C-termi-

nal and central unit. Note that the trimer has directional-

ity, that is, one can distinguish the two external

monomers, because of the topology of the b solenoid in

which each HET-s(218–289) molecule forms two helical

windings and individual monomers associate such that

the fibrillar axis has the same directionality (N- to C-ter-

minal) as the polypeptide chain itself. Examination of

the structural residues which make up the core of the

fibril and form b-sheets in the NMR structure (residues

227–233, 238–245, 263–269, and 274–281) reveals that

they change very little during the simulations, for the wt

protein and mutants alike (Fig. 1, dotted lines). The

nonstructural residues, on the other hand, are very flexi-

ble and the Ca root mean square deviation (RMSD)

from the initial NMR conformer reaches values of 0.5–

0.7 nm. Similar Ca RMSD values are obtained when the

20 NMR conformers are compared to each other.

The secondary structure of the protein residues is

maintained during the 100 ns simulations of the wt

trimer (Supporting Information Fig. 1), which is another

indication that the b solenoid topology is stable during

the simulations. There are 8565 residues with a defined

secondary structure per b solenoid for the wt, 8266 for

the Phe286Ala mutant and 8766 for the Trp287Ala

mutant, as calculated over the second half of the simula-

tions. Note that between 78 and 100 residues (on average

8865) are in structural region the NMR ensemble.

Monomer separation is not observed during the course

of the 100-ns MD runs.

The flexibility of monomers in the b solenoid
assembly

Neither experimental evidence nor our simulations

indicate any significant difference in the fibrillar structure

between the wt and mutant HET-s. Detailed structural

information, however, is only available for the wt protein

and we therefore compared the root mean square fluctu-

ations (RMSF) along the MD simulations with those in

the 20 NMR conformers (PDB code 2RNM). The MD

trajectories and NMR ensemble show qualitatively similar

profiles of RMSF along the sequence (Supporting Infor-

mation Fig. 2). Quantitatively, the RMSF are larger in

the NMR ensemble than along the MD runs but the val-

ues of the latter depend on the time interval used so that

a direct comparison is not justified.

The fluctuations are largest at the termini of each

monomer, and are similar between the monomers, with

two exceptions (Fig. 2). Residues 244–254 are more

mobile in the N-terminal monomer whereas residues

282–289 are more mobile in the C-terminal monomer.

Interestingly, the flexibility of this region in the C-

terminal monomer is drastically reduced upon mutation

of Phe286 or Trp287 to Ala (Fig. 2, inset). In particular,

Figure 1
Root mean square deviations (RMSD) of all Ca atoms (solid lines) and
structural residues (dotted lines). The core of the trimeric structure is

stable in all simulations. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 2
Root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) of the Ca atoms calculated

from the three MD ensembles: wt (black solid line, with dashed lines

indicating average values 6 standard deviation), Phe286Ala (red) and
Trp287Ala (blue). RMSF values are averages over 25 blocks of 2 ns,

calculated between 50 and 100 ns of simulation time. The location of
residue 286 (Phe in wt and Trp287Ala, Ala in Phe286Ala) is indicated

by an arrow. Inset: RMSF of the Ca atoms of wt (solid line, average;
dashed line, standard deviation) and the mutants (red, Phe286Ala; blue,

Trp287Ala). Only the region of the mutations for the C-terminal

monomer is shown.
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residues Phe286 and Trp287 of the C-terminal monomer

are highly flexible in the wt protein, but not in the

mutants (Fig. 3).

Solid-state NMR measurements indicate that the side

chain proton Trp287H�1 is water protected for weeks

and that both Trp287 and Phe286 are relatively protected

from polarization by the water, due to their location in a

hydrophobic pocket.27 The MD simulations reveal that

the side chain of Phe286 of the C-terminal monomer is

more buried in the Trp287Ala mutant than in wt (Sup-

porting Information Fig. 3), while an opposite change is

observed for Trp287 upon Phe286Ala mutation (Sup-

porting Information Fig. 4). Moreover, as reported by

the time series of v1 and v2 dihedral angles (Supporting

Information Fig. 5), the side chain flexibility of Phe286

is reduced upon Trp287Ala mutation. The reduced rota-

tional disorder of Phe286 is due to additional contacts

with neighboring residues upon mutation (Table I).

Energy decomposition analysis for the interaction

between Phe286 in the C-terminal monomer and the

other residues reveals that the van der Waals contribu-

tion becomes more favorable upon Trp287Ala mutation

by about 25 kJ mol21, the Coulombic interactions by

about 16 kJ mol21, overall leading to increased stability

of the Phe286 side chain (Table II).

Figure 3
The structure of trimeric HET-s(218–289), colored according to the RMSF of the nonhydrogen atoms (average per residue; calculated along the
50–100 ns interval of each MD run). Blue stands for rigid residues, red for mobile. Residues 286 and 287 are shown in a sphere representation.

Note that the 286/287 pair of the C-terminal monomer becomes less flexible upon mutation of Phe286 or Trp287 to Ala. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Table I
Mean Number of Contacts (Standard Deviation in Parentheses)

Between the Side-Chain Atoms of Individual Side Chains and the Rest
of the Protein in Simulations of wt and Mutant HET-s Trimers

wt Phe286Ala Trp287Ala

Phe286 Trp287 Ala286 Trp287 Phe286 Ala287

Monomer A 41(6) 45(9) 13(2) 54(8) 43(9) 10(2)
Monomer B 37(7) 45(7) 15(3) 59(10) 48(9) 12(2)
Monomer C 26(5) 32(10) 10(1) 32(8) 39(8) 9(2)

A contact is defined as an atom within 0.4 nm of the side chain of Phe or Trp, or

Cb of Ala.

Table II
Interaction Energies Between the Side Chain of Phe286 or Trp287 of

the C-terminal Monomer and the Other Residues of HET-s

wt Phe286Ala Trp287Ala

Coulombic vdW Coulombic vdW Coulombic vdW

Phe286-protein 251(12) 239(11) – – 267(10) 264(12)
Trp287-protein 274(18) 248(23) 264(16) 251(15) – –

The average values (and standard deviations in parentheses) are calculated along

the second half of the trajectories and reported in kJ mol21.

Figure 4
Growth polarity and lower flexibility at the edge are a possible explana-

tion of the reduction in aggregation rate upon mutation and lack of
infectivity. HET-s(218–289) monomers (violet) are disordered and

attach to one end of the fibril. In the simulations, the single-point
mutants Phe286Ala and Trp287Ala show a less flexible C-terminal unit

of the fibril than the wt, so that monomer attachment is slower. The
simulation results provide an explanation for the slower aggregation

rate of these mutants and their lack of infectivity. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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CONCLUSIONS

Explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations of a

trimeric aggregate of the fibril-forming domain of the

HET-s protein (residues 218–289) were carried out to

compare the wt with two single-point mutants

(Phe286Ala and Trp287Ala) that are not infective in vivo.

The flexibility of residues 282–289 in the C-terminal unit

of trimeric wt HET-s(218–289) along the simulations sug-

gests that fibril growth occurs primarily at one of the two

ends of the b solenoid structure. This suggestion is based

on the assumption that elongation requires a flexible

fibrillar edge for allowing the binding of additional mono-

mers, whose structure should be adapted. A mobile region

is also observed at the N-terminal monomer. However,

while the plasticity of the N-terminal monomer is similar

between the wt and the mutants, the single-point muta-

tion Phe286Ala or Trp287Ala results in stabilization of the

C-terminal monomer. Growth polarization has been sug-

gested recently on the basis of Monte Carlo simulations

with a simplified model,28 but the granularity of the

model used (Ca atoms only) is not sufficient to capture

the differences between wt and (single-point) mutants.

In vitro, the single-point mutants Phe286Ala and

Trp287Ala show slower aggregation kinetics than wt,12

supporting the hypothesis that the growth is directional

(or directionally preferred). The single point mutants

Phe286Ala and Trp287Ala show stable b solenoid struc-

ture along the simulations. The higher flexibility of the

C-terminal monomer of the wt suggests that the flexibil-

ity of the C-terminal region of the fibril is important for

fibrillar elongation (Fig. 4). Structural and physiological

studies have shown that the C-terminal domain of

HET-s (residues 218–289) can aggregate and form fibrils

whereas infectivity is a property of residues in the N-

terminal domain.29 It has previously been suggested that

the N-terminal domain of HET-S interacts with the C-

terminal and renders it less flexible.29 Likewise, we pro-

pose that the mutant fibrils are less flexible and hence

less prionic.

Finally, recent evidence8 relates interactions between

amyloid HET-s fibrils and non-compatible HET-S mono-

mers to the incompatibility reaction. Apparently, the

amyloid fibril can also induce structural changes in the

nonamyloid HET-S, exposing a region with high mem-

brane affinity. The modified HET-S proteins insert into

the membrane, gradually causing membrane damage and

cell death. It remains to be seen where this interaction

takes place and whether the noninfective mutants are

toxic. If they are not, it is likely that the HET-S/HET-s

incompatibility reaction involves the flexible C-terminal

domain as well.
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